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The quantum ergodic channel is studied by operator algebraic methods. The 
ergodic and KMS channels are introduced and their dynamical properties are 
discussed. 
After Shannon’s work [ 191, information theory deals not only with 
entropy (information) itself but also with its transmission. This mechanism 
of transmission has been revealed by the so-called channel between input 
sources and output receivers. 
Laser physics has been much developed and its usefulness to information 
theory has recently been realized. It is therefore necessary to formulate 
communication theory in terms of quantum mechanical language. Many 
authors have tried to find a mathematical basis of information theory [2, 
9-12. 231. The present paper is one trial along this line. 
In Section 1, we introduce several channels and formulate the problems to 
be investigated in this paper. In Section 2, we discuss the existence of 
ergodic channels introduced in Section I. In Section 3, we characterize the 
ergodic channel and prove a theorem of the Radon-Nikodym type for a 
stationary channel. In Section 4, we study the KMS and weakly mixing 
channels and consider some relations between such channels. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
The classical communication channel has been described in the following 
way: Let X, Y be compact Hausdorff spaces and .sX, .J, be their u-fields, 
respectively. In information theory we call (X, .3*) an input (message) space 
and (Y, By) an output (message) space. We denote the sets of probability 
measures by P(X) on (X, .55,) and by P(Y) on (Y, .3,.). A mapping 
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V:X@.#y+R’ is said to be a channel from the input space to the output 
space when the following conditions are met: 
(1) V(X, .) E P(X) for each fixed x E X, 
(2) ~(a, Q) is measurable on (X, ,8X) for each fixed Q in ..z?~. 
A probability measure p is transferred to a probability measure P’ through 
a channel v in the manner of 
p’(Q) = [ ~~(x, Q 6(-+ 
- .Y 
for any Q E.s’~. 
Let B(X) and B(Y) be C*-algebras of all bounded Baire measurable 
functions on X and Y, respectively. Let K@(Y), B(x)) be the set of all 
bounded linear transformations from B(Y) to B(X) satisfying for any 
KEK(B(Y),B(X)), (1) Kl = 1, (2) Kf 20 for any f>O in B(Y), and 
(3) Kfn 1 0 for any f, 1 0 in B(Y). 
Umegaki has shown [23] that a one to one afftne correspondence exists 
between the set of channels and the set K(B(Y), B(X)) above such that 
for any .f E B(Y). 
A quantum mechanical dynamical system is described by a triple 
(.v’, G(.d), a(R)), where .d is a von Neumann algebra with unity I acting 
on a Hilbert space F, G(-d) is the set of all normal states on cd, and a(R) 
is a strongly continuous one-parameter group of automorphism of .6. 
We need two such dynamical systems in the information theory, namely, 
an input system and an output system. An input system is described by a 
triple (.v’, G(.rlc’), a(R)) above and an output system is described by another 
von Neumann algebraic triple (8, G(.d), r(R)) acting on another Hilbert 
space R. 
A message of the input system is sent to the output system through a 
channel. By analogy with Umegaki’s result discussed above, it is natural for 
us to take a channel for the quantum case as a mapping from G(L&) to 
G(. &). More precisely, a mapping, denoted by A*, from G(<cJ) to G(d) is 
said to be a channel if it is a dual map of n from ,3 to S’ such that (1) /i is 
completely positive [I, 4, 14, 15, 20, 211 (i.e., it sends every positive n x n 
matrix (B,) with entries B, in .3 to a positive n x n matrix (&Iii) for al 
n E N), (2) ,4 is ultraweakly continuous, and (3) n(I) = I (cf. Ref. [lo]). 
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The set of all invariant states in G(.TJ) under at (t E R) is denoted by Z(a) 
and the extreme points of I(a) are denoted by exr(a). We similarly define 
Z(r) and exl(r). 
A channel /1* is said to be stationary (or covariant) if /i o rr = a, o A 
holds for all t E R. The set of all stationary channels is denoted by 
SC(.d, .a) or simply by SC. 
A channel /1* is said to be ergodic if /i* E SC and rp E exI(a) implies 
A*rp E exl(r). The set of all ergodic channels is denoted by EC(&, .ip) 
or EC. 
These channels play important roles in usual (classical) information 
theory (cf. Ref. [23]). 
In quantum statistical mechanics, the equilibrium state of a dynamical 
system is an important tool in studying the property of such a system 
[8, 17 ]. The most general formulation of an equilibrium state is due to the 
KMS condition [6, 8, 221. A state rp E G(&‘) satisfies this condition with 
respect to a, if for any pair A, B E ..&, there exists a bounded function 
F,,,(z) of z E C analytic inand continuous on, the strip 0 < Im z < 1 with 
boundary values: FrlsB(f) = rp(a,(A) B) and FA,B(f + i) = rp(Ba,(A)). Let us 
denote the set of all KMS states w.r.t. a, by K(a) and the set of all extreme 
points of K(a) by exK(a). We also define K(r) and exK(r) for rr. 
A channel A* is said to be KMS if /1* E SC and cp E K(a) implies 
n*q E K(r). We denote the set of all KMS channels by KC(.d, .9) or KC. 
A channel /1* is said to be extremal in SC if .4 * = AA T + (1 - n) n F for 
some/i:,~,*ESCand~E(O,l)implies~~=~”=/i*. 
We introduce one more concept in this section: This concept is somewhat 
related to that of ergodic channel. 
We call a state cp weakly mixing (or q-clustering) for a if &q,(A) B) = 
cp(q,(A)) p(B) holds for any A, B in ,d, where q, is defined as 
for any A E .Y’. We denote the set of all weakly mixing states for a by 
WM(a). For r, we define WM(r) in the same manner. 
A channel /1* is said to be weakly mixing if cp E WM(a) implies 
A*rp E WM(r). The set of all weakly mixing channels is denoted by 
WMC(. cd*, ,8) or WMC. 
The problems to which we address ourselves are as follows: 
(1) Do the channels defined above exist? 
(2) What kinds of characterizations do we have for such ergodic 
channels? 
Remark. Some authors define a weakly mixing state 4 by lim,+, (l/T) 
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,l’gdr Iq4(a,(A) B) - @(u,(A)) $(B)l = 0. This definition is slightly general, but 
we take the above definition here. 
2. EXISTENCE OF ERGODIC CHANNELS 
Let 9I be the von Neumann algebraic tensor product of .d and .d. Let 
Aut(%) be the set of all automorphisms of (31 = Cd @ .d. We denote an 
embedding from d into 9I by j; that is, j(B) = 1 0 B for any B E .a?. 
Suppose that exl(r) # IZI (resp. K(r) f IZI or II%(r) # 0). We take a state 
I,? E IV&Z(r)) and define n = (1 @ @) o j; then it is readily seen that the dual 
map /i* of /i is an ergodic (resp. KMS or weakly mixing) channel. 
More sophisticated channels can be constructed. For example, let us take 
c E Aut(%) satisfying the intertwining property B o 11, = y, o CJ (>; = a, @ r,. 
f E R) and define /i = (1 @ u/) 0 u for some iji E G(,~d). 
When WE II%(r), we can show that /i* is a weakly mixing channel. Let 
us sketch the proof: For any q~ E @‘M(a), we have 
~f*drl,(B,) B,) = co 0 @(o(v,(B,)) dB,)) 
= P 0 y/(rl,(@,)) u(Bz)) 
for any B, , B, E 8. It is easy to see that 
a,oW(~,(AIOB,)A,OB,)=~(ll,(A,))~(A2)w(r,(B,))Q(Bz), 
for any A,,A,E.v’ and B,,B, E.9. Since %= (CiAi@ Bi: A,E.d, 
Bi E .a}-“‘, we obtain 
Hence /i*p E WMC. 
When I,? E K(r), /1* becomes a KMS channel: For any p E K(a), the state 
a, @ ij7 on ‘3 satisfies the KMS condition w.r.t. yI. There then exists a 
bounded function F,,,(z) of z E C for any pair Q, R E ‘3 analytic in and 
continuous on the strip 0 < Im z < 1 with boundary values: F,,,(t) = 
cp 0 P(r,(Q) RI and FQ,R(~ + i) = a, @ W(Ry,(Q)). In particular, put 
Q = u(B,) and R = u(B2) for any B,, B, E .5p. Then 
c91.B2w =A*dr,P,) WY 
b,.t& + 0 = A *cd4 rt(B, 1). 
Thus, /i* is a KMS channel. 
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By these simple arguments, we can answer question (1) in Section 1 affir- 
matively under rather plausible conditions (e.g., exZ(r) # 0). 
We remark here that the condition o 0 yI = 1~~ 0 (J is indeed satisfied for 
several physical models. 
3. ERGODIC CHANNEL 
We give some characterizations of an ergodic channel. 
Before stating and proving the results, we note one point of terminology; 
that is, for a subset .Y of G(Ld), when v(Q) = q(R) is satisfied for every 
(oE.7, we say that Q is equal toRmod.lr. 
THEOREM 1. If a channel A* is ergodic, then it is extremal in SC 
mod I(a) (i.e., AT =A: iff &4,(B)) = rp(A,(B)) for any a, E f(u) and an) 
BE.8). 
Proof: Suppose that there exist A;“, A* E SC and A E (0, 1) such that 
A* =2/i? + (1 -A)Af. We then have 
A “(o(B) = nn f+(B) + (1 - A) Afcp(B) 
for any cp E e-xl(a) and any B E .d. Now, it is easy to see that A,*rp(r,(B)) = 
A:lp(B) (k = 1, 2) for any B E d, so A:(o E Z(r). Since A* E EC, the state 
,4*o is ergodic, which implies /1 T v, = A *cp = /i *cp. The set I(a) is the closure 
of the convex hull of exZ(a) in the weak*-topology, hence the equality 
ATv=/iTp=A*cp holds for every pEI(a). Therefore, AT =A; =/i* 
mod I(a). Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 2. When .d is simple and .d’ = B(.Y), a channel A* is 
ergodic $ and only if A* is extremal in SC mod I(a). 
Proof. The “only if’ part has been proved in Theorem 1. We show the 
“if’ part here. Suppose that a channel A* is not ergodic; then there exists an 
ergodic state rp in I(a) such that A *‘p is not in exI(r). Put IJI = A *rp. The 
state VI can be decomposed into two other invariant states IJI,, wz such that 
y=Av/, + (1 -A) wz for some I. E (0. 1). Thus the states IJI~ (k = 1, 2) are 
dominated by I//. Hence there exist QX (k = 1, 2) in n,(A?)’ n U”(R)’ [ 5, 13. 
17, 181 such that Q: >O, 
and 
v,M) = (‘K Q:n,(B) ‘f’) 
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in which rr,, {c’: : t E R }, and Y are, respectively, the representation, one- 
parameter unitary group, and cyclic vector obtained by the GNS 
construction theorem [6, 17, 181. Since the von Neumann algebra .d is 
assumed to be simple, the representation R, is faithful. Define ?‘=/i o 7~; ‘. 
This map .? can be extended to a complete positive map from B( FU) to .:J 
because .v. = B( X). We use the same notation for this extended map. We 
therefore have 
:1*ql= (3” 0 ?Q* (0, 
y/,(B) = z’” ‘dQ&AB)). 
for any B E .d. It is easily shown that YC,, Q; are completely positive, so the 
map 4: = Zw o Qt o TC, is completely positive from .z9 to .d. Consider a map 
$JmcG(,d) -4: (remember w = 4*~), where 4: = 4 when 1/16? Z(r). This map is 
completely positive from .ti to @ uc,(a, .dO with .v; = .c/ for all up E G(.~:j). 
We define a projection E from @ .ti; to .:d’ such as w(E(@ AZ(B))) = 
w(Ajf(B)) for every state w E G(.Y’). 
Let us define a map 
Then Ak is a completely positive stationary map and 4,(l) = I. According to 
the decomposition of IV, we have A* = k4T + (1 - 1) A:, which contradicts 
the extremality of ,4*. Q.E.D. 
Remark. In the proof of this theorem, if the state 4*cp is ergodic (i.e.. 
4 *cp E exl(t)), then Q; (k = I, 2) are equal to the unity I. 
A completely positive map 4: .;19 + Ld can be represented by the 
Stinespring theorem [3, 201 as follows: There exist a representation p from 
d into the set of bounded linear operators B(Y) on a Hilbert space Y and 
a bounded linear transformation V on F into 2, by which we obtain 
.4(B) = Pp(B) V for any BE .J. 
As in the GNS theorem for an invariant state, when a channel is a 
stationary, we expect that there exists a strongly continuous unitary operator 
7; (t E R) such as p(r,(B)) = T,p(B) Tm.,. We can indeed construct this 
unitary operator. According to the Stinespring theorem, the Hilbert space 2’ 
above is the completion of .9 @ F/. ( w.r.t. an inner product (a. a) defined 
below. Here, .9 @ F is the algebraic tensor product of .J and ;iv. the inner 
product (., .) is given by 
(f2,O) = C(tPi, A(BTC,) Y,) 
for any s2 = EC=, B,@@,, 0=x;=, C,@ YK in .&@ w‘, and. I‘ is the 
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set (Q E .9 @ X ] (Q, II) = O}. Let us denote the equivalent class of I2 by 
IQ]. Then we have 
(a,@) = ([Q], lo]). 
p(B)[K\‘ B, @I QPk] = [K7 BB, @ @ - ] k 3 
V@= [I@ @]. 
For simplicity of discussion, we assume that a, is spatial (i.e., there exists a 
strongly continuous unitary operator CT, such as r+(A) = U,ACJ-, for any 
A E .Ir;/’ and t E R). By analogy with the GNS theorem for an invariant state, 
define an operator S, by 
‘&CL B, @ @k) = [\’ ‘#,) @ u,@k]* 
It is then easy to see that 
(S$, s, 0) = (l2,O) 
for any Q, 0E.96~ F, and 
(S,O,S,O)=O 
for any 0 E, I .. S, can be extended to an unitary operator r, on Y = 
.d @.Y/, I . . This operator T, is given by 
Now, for any B, B, E ,3, Qk E .a; we obtain 
T,p(B) T-,[x Bk@ @k] = T,[y BL,(B,) @ U-r@k] 
= [x r,(%,(Bkjj @ @k] 
=&t?Wl~ B/t @ @kh 
Hence, p(r,(B)) = T,p(B) T_, holds for any B E .&. 
Furthermore, T, V@ = T,[Z @ @] = [I @ U,@] = VU, @ is satisfied for any 
CD E ?‘. If @ is an invariant vector under U,, then r, V@ = V@. We 
therefore obtain 
THEOREM 3. If a channel Ai* is stationary and a, is spatial such that 
a,(A) = U,AK, for any A E .d, then there exists a strongly continuous one- 
parameter unitary group {T, 1 t E R } such that p(r,(B)) = T,p(B) T-, for an> 
B E S’ and T, V@ = V@ for any invariant vector @ of F under U,. 
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By using this theorem, we have the following Radon-Nikodym theorem 
for a stationary channel. 
THEOREM 4. Let A* be a stationary channel. Then there exists a 
completely positive stationary map E from ti to .‘lr/’ dominated tjy A if and 
onIy ifp(. d)’ n T(R)’ # CI. 
ProoJ Suppose that such a completely positive map E exists. According 
to Stsrmer (211, there exists an positive operator Q in p(.~9)’ such that 
Q @ CI and 
Z(B) = v*Qo(B) v 
for any B E d. It has been shown that T, V@ = [I @ U, @ 1 = VU, @ for any 
@ E X and all t E R. Hence T, V = VU( holds for all t E R. Since Z is 
stationary, we obtain 
~QT,p(B) T-, V= V*Qdr,(B)) V= E(r,(B)) 
= U, V*Qp(B) VU-, = v”T,Qp(B) T-, V 
for any B E .d. Thus, QT, = T,Q for all t E R, which means that Q is an 
operator in p(.rd)’ n T(R)‘. This concludes p(9) n T(R)’ # CL 
Conversely, if we take an operator Q from p(.@)’ f7 T(R)’ such as Q @ CI 
and 0 ,< Q ,< I. Let us define a map 3 as S(B) = FQp(B) V for any B E 3. 
Then it is readily seen that Z is a completely positive stationary map from 
d to .d. and dominated by A. Q.E.D. 
4. WEAKLY MIXING AND KMS CHANNELS 
We study the property of weakly mixing and KMS channels and some 
relations to ergodic channel. 
When a channel /i* is stationary and weakly mixing, we have 
n*g(rl,(B,)B,)=/i*~(~~,(B,))n*~(Bz) 
for any B,, B, E 9 and 4 E WM(a). Since A * is stationary, the right hand 
side of the above equality becomes 
4(&V,)) W(Bdl= d(rl,kW,))~V%)) 
= t&N(B,)~(B,))- 
Hence. A(q,(B,) Bz) = A(q,(B,)) A(Bz) mod WM(a). 
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Conversely, for any 4 E WM(cz), we obtain 
for any I?,, B, E 8. Thus A*# E WM(a). 
Let E, be a projection associated with a state q~ E 6(.~‘) from the GNS 
Hilbert space -P@ to the set of invariant vectors under the unitary group 
{q@ 1 I E R } of d (i.e., n,(a,(A)) = I!.@,(A) UT., and U:@ = @ for the GNS 
representation , and the cyclic vector @). 
We call a dynamical system (.cY’. a) G-abelian on an invariant state Q if 
for any A, B E .M’. $([q,(A), B]) = 0 1s satisfied, where &is any vector state 
of E, rO. In particular, when (-v’. o) is G-abelian on every invariant state 
for U, we merely say that (.Q’, a) is G-abelian. 
Suppose that the input system (Lw’. a) is G-abelian and a channel A* is 
stationary and weakly mixing. Then exZ(a) = W&f(a) n I(a). Since 
A* E WMCn SC, A*@ E WM(r), which implies A*@ E exl(r). Hence /i* is 
ergodic. 
For the G-abelian input system (.:/, a) and a stationary channel A*, if A 
is a *-homomorphism, we can readily show that EC = WMC n SC. 
Let .g be the set of r-analytic elements of .Y?. Then it is an easy exercise to 
show that A* E KC if and only if A(r,(B,) Bz) =A(Bzs,+,(B,)) mod K(a) 
for any B, E .B and B, E A??. Moreover, if the input system (,r&‘. a) is r]- 
abelian (i.e., d(D*[q,(A), B] 0) = 0 for every invariant state d and any 
A, B, D E ,4) and A is a *-holomorphism, then we can easily see that A* is 
KMS if and ony only if A* is ergodic. 
We summarize these facts as 
THEOREM 5. For a stationary channel A*, we have: 
(1) A*E WMC if and onfy if A(q,(B,)B2) =A(q,(B,))A(Bz) 
mod WM(a) for any B, , Bz E d. 
(2) If the input system (.w’, a) is G-abelian and A* E WMC, then A* 
is ergodic. 
(3) tf (.M’, a) is G-abelian and A is a *-homomorphism, then EC = 
WMc n SC. 
(4) A* E KC if and onfy if A(r,(B,) Bz) =A(B,r,+,(B,)) mod K(a) 
foranyB,E.$andB,E.d. 
(5) If (.v’, a) is q-abelian and A is a *-homomorphism, then 
KC = EC. 
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CONCLUSION 
We introduced and studied several ergodic channels (ergodic, KMS, 
weakly mixing) in this paper. We hope that these concepts are useful to 
analyze the information theory for quantum systems. One of the applications 
is the transmission of entropy (information), which is discussed in Ref. 1 16 1. 
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